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ABSTRACT:  This paper attempts to make problematical the often too 
readily accepted and unquestioned participation, or active 
involvement, of pre-service teachers in practices such as action 
research, constructivist methodology and in-school experience.  My 
concer n is that the relative positioning of students in each of 
these discours es, while valorising inquiry and active 
collaboration, is in effect cons titutive of students unlikely to 
work for change.  This is so because th e struggle against 
cultural "givens" requires more than a cognitive know ledge of the 
social world.

The inscription of students in the discursive practices listedœa 
bove cements a particular "way of being" (Hanks, 1991, p.24) inœthe soci 
al world which, unchallenged, is able to render marginalœnotions of soci 
al justice as of merely cognitive interest.  Myœargument is that it is n 
ot enough to cognitively deconstruct theseœdiscourses with students and t 
o make explicit the extant powerœrelationships within them, but that it i 
s necessary to move withœour students across various institutional sites 
 to support them inœfinding (authentic) voice as they have been promised 
. 

INTRODUCTION

This paper initially makes problematic the metatheoretic 
al assumptionsœframing some interpretations of constructivist pedagogy a 
nd action researchœin tertiary institutions.  This analysis is then exte 
nded to examine similarœassumptions framing practices during students' i 
nÑschool experience.  Theseœdiscursive practices are alike in valorising 
 active involvement by students,œcollaboration and reflection on practic 
e.  However, in each case, the contextœfor active involvement is not the 
orised/politicised, effectively maintaining 
asymmetrical power relations and rendering marginal considerations of 
/for social justice.

 The argument is analytically applied to curr 
ent practices of action research, constructivist pedagogy and in-school e 
xperience within the field ofœteacher education.  The assertion follows t 
hat because of the particularœdiscursive construction of these practices 
 in many institutional sites, teacher educators are, in practice, e 



ffectively mitigating against change and reinforcing the status quo.  Th 
at is, they are constituting students through discursive practices which 
 commodify knowledge as a cognitive construction and the individual as a 
n epistemic subject in an apolitical context.  This psychological framin 
g of practice does not allow proper consideration of action for social j 
ustice.

It is argued that to tell students "about" social justice as 
 a cognitiveœconcept is not supportive of socially responsible change.  A 
s a first step itœis necessary to critically analyse the active involvem 
ent in each discursiveœpractice for possibilities for social justice.  A 
 further necessary step is toœensure the re-constitution of students in p 
oliticised activity that makesœexplicit, and actively challenges, the po 

wer/knowledge relationships of theœvarious institutionalised discursive p 
ractices.  We, and our students, canœembark upon the uncomfortable journ 
ey of critical reflection andœproblematisation of practice, the laying b 
are of opportunities for and againstœsocial justice.  It is a journey wi 
thout end, always culturally, socially and historically framed 
but hopefully constitutive of groups of students more dedicated 
to acting f or social justice.

PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICE AS METHOD

What does it mean 
 to us as educators when another refers to his or herœpedagogical practi 
ces as "constructivist", or when a researcher states thatœs/he is undert 
aking "action research"?  Within the discursive boundaries of œeducation 
al institutions each of these is held in high regard framed byœcommonsen 
se notions of the importance of active involvement, autonomy,œpractical a 
ctivity and the opportunity for all to make sense of the world. œEach in 
 practice can be equated with a particular (though disparate) methodœsup 
portive of the epistemological belief endorsing knowledge as a personal
construction.  However, constructivist pedagogy and action research c 
an eachœmilitate against change, for when unproblematically practised th 
ey serve toœcement existing discursive boundaries and maintain unequal r 
elations of power.

This occurs when the "environment" for learning and research is 
not problematised in a theoretically significant w ay and the 
persons acting and knowledges produced within are accepted as  
cultural "givens".  Liberal humanist perspectives present the 
individua l as universal and non-contradictory, capable of making 
and act ing on rational decisions based on knowledge constructed 
through interac tion in particular surroundings. Constructivist 
pedagogy and action res earch once named and practised can render 
considerations of equity and s ocial justice marginal when these 
are positioned outside and separate fr om the primary discourse.  
That is, action research and constructivist p edagogy are ideally 



informed by critical social theory but my contention  is that 
such theory must (much like contemporary technico-rationalist 
thought) become constitutive of the persons acting-in-setting.  
This has  implications for teacher education which is considered 
when confronting the very political nature of active involvement 
where (a) notions of the unitary individual and knowledge as 
product remain in education and educational research, and also 
where (b) these are challenged a nd alternatives practised.

THE ACTIVE INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTS KNOWLEDGE

Davis, Maher and Noddings (1990, p.3) present the notion of mathematical 
activity in a supportive environment as "a common thread" uniting all con 
structivists, where the teacher is to "provide the setting, pose the cha 
llenges, and offer the support that will encourage mathematical construc 
tion".  Though not all constructivists have expressly grounded their wor 
k in Piaget's developmental psychology (Ernest, 1991), it is generally t 
he importance accorded individual cognitive development in a supposedly n 
eutral and valueÑfree "environment" which ensures the continuation of "b 
usiness as usual" in mathematics education.  Cognitive development is ac 
corded priority over "material interests, social practices or objective p 
roperties of the stimulus situation" (Sampson, 1981, p.731).  The learne 
r is an epistemic subject who "abstracts from experience logical schemes 
 and discards the experiences themselves as empty shells" (Venn and Walk 
erdine, 1977, p.79).  The knowledge constructed, abstract reasoning and 
logico-mathematical problem solving valorises the instrumental and 
serves the interests of efficiency in technologised society.  By 

unquestioningly accepting these metatheoretical assumptions framing 
pedagogical practice, we affirm and cement unstated values, 
re constituting students in particular ways as they go about c 
onstructing socially sanctioned knowledges.

Similarly, action research unproblematically practised as a method 
ofœeducational research, can s upport within students and researchers 
theœvalorisation of individual co gnitive growth and notions of 
knowledge asœproduct presumably applicable  in diverse and varying 
contexts.  Carr (1989)œis concerned that action r esearch has not 
clearly made the required breaksœwith positivism and tha t in conforming 
to the positivist axiom of research asœa systematic and m ethodological 
process of acquiring positive knowledgeœdivorced from dial ogical and 
reflective critique, it succumbs to "one of positivism's most  enduring 
ideological achievements" (p.89).  Carr, (1989, p.89) concludes:

In theory, action research is only intelligible as an attempt to 
revive those forms of democratic dialogue and reflective theorising whi 
ch, under the impact of positivism, have been increasingly rendered marg 
inal.  But, in practice, action research increasingly conveys an image o 
f itself as a research method which is favourable to the ideas of method 



ological sophistication and technical proficiency but which remains unab 
le to provide the idea of critical selfÑreflection with any practical ex 
pression.

McTaggart and Garbutcheon-Singh (1988) affirm the urgency of reinscr 
ibing action research with its fundamental values, going beyond valuing i 
t only for its various spiral iconic representations.  Action research ( 
like constructivist pedagogy) can be co-opted as an instrument of teache 
r evaluation and curriculum innovation rather than as a means towards so 
cial and educational reform.  McTaggart and Garbutcheon Singh (1988, p.4 
10) state:

Action research so co-opted had lost its essential epist emological 
character - the formation and extension of critical theorems a nd the 
development of theoretically informed practice through personal but 
shared engagement in the struggle to change.

Emancipatory action research as method promises more than it ca n 
deliver in that it does not adequately theorise the subject through wh 
om it must work, the context and nature of her work.  The active involve 
ment in action research, processes of reflection and inquiry, as in cons 
tructivist pedagogical practice, is itself implicated in, and through, r 
elations of power/knowledge.  No discourse or practice can be inherently  
liberating (or oppressive) and if as Foucault asserts, power exists onl 
y in action, our attention should be drawn to the material discursive pr 
actices where power and knowledge are irretrievably joined.

THE POLITICS OF ACTION IN PEDAGOGY AND RESEARCH

Action research and constructivist practice can be used as tools to 
bring about educational change.  Ea ch can be reduced to minimalist 
bases of active involvement, collaborati on and reflection to produce 
knowledge.  But most significantly, each is  impoverished when not:  (a) 
framed by informed critical reflection on t he constitution of knowledge 
and the individual as agent of social const ruction, and (b) seen as a 
process rather than a product.

Wertsch (1991, p.8) writes of active involvement in sociocultural 
contexts where " human beings are viewed as coming into contact with, 
and creating, their  surroundings as well as themselves through the 
actions in which they en gage".  Drawing heavily on the work of Bakhtin 

(1981, 1986), a Soviet th eorist introducing the concept of "mediational 
means", Wertsch (1991) de monstrates how one's social, cultural, 
historical, and institutional set ting are linked in engagement in 
knowledge construction.  So as teachers  and students, or teachers and 
researchers, are involved in the negotiat ion of meaning in mathematics 
or collaboration in research, they are soc ially and culturally 
constituted through language forms, material practi ce, that are 



socially based.  "Negotiation of meaning" is culturally fra med "because 
any frames of reference we bring to bear, and any language f orms we 
choose to use, are sociocultural in origin, and come to us burde ned 
with their share of culturally laden significances (O'Loughlin, 1992 , 
p.811).  The process of construction of knowledge in action research o r 
constructivist practice is multivoiced and dialogical and those in pos 
itions of power are usually able to determine the genre of the 
discourse.

Thus upon naming our practice as action r esearch or constructivist, we 
can have sanctioned practices which may be  merely constitutive of the 
status quo.  For example, when in teacher ed ucation "constructivism" as 
an epistemological position is implemented a s teaching practice  - 
(some) students learn mathematical concepts more e fficiently but are 
not challenged as to why these particular concepts ar e so important or 
to whom.  The learner remains a cognitive, universal i ndividual 
encouraging a "blame the victim" stance when socially sanction ed 
knowledge is not the eventual outcome.  Thus future active involvemen t 
includes "remediating" the individual rather than revising pedagogical 
/institutional/national practices.  And in action research where "effici 
ent" practice is the desired outcome, the social, cultural and political  
nature of action is not adequately theorised as the possibilities and l 
imitations of/for social justice.  Similar metaÑtheoretical assumptions 
f rame in-school experience and position students in disemp owering 
ways.  Students are induced to enter into the role of "reflectiv e 
practitioner" but where once again the politics of reflection are not r 
ecognised this becomes no more than a pragmatic exercise. 

MAKING PRACTICE POLITICAL

The point is that student teachers ha ve all been to school and feel 
they know well the nature of teachers' wo rk.  They "know", and it is 
much more than cognitive fact, the power of t he teacher and 
institution, the importance of the knowledge in the text w ith regard to 
future job prospects.  Inscribed upon them is the authorit y of teacher 
and text Ñ cemented in tertiary institutional sites through  uncritical 
implementation of "action" research and "constructivist" ped agogy.

If, however, we take seriously the importance of active invol vement in 
bringing about change, it is not sufficient to merely acquaint  student 
teachers with the possibilities of/for a different practice.  S tudents 
can speak and write about desirable change without having to dem 
onstrate any particular dedication to such changes.  The spaces for acti 
ve (critical) involvement of students opened up in the tertiary institut 
ion need to be mirrored in the school community.  It behoves us as educa 
tors, in the interests of social justice, to reconstitute students 
through a different "way of being" i n the social world.  This means 
that as an initial step we question who b enefits by uncritical 
acceptance and transmission of set socially accept ed knowledges, the 
notion of the universal, cognitive individual as acti ve learner and 



action as apolitical.  This engagement of students in ref lection is 
itself a political act, and will not instigate change if the l ecturer 
concerned perpetuates the very pedagogical/research practices un der 
question.  This brings us to the second, essential follow up, the co 
nstitution, through action, of the individual through a different "way o 

f being" in the world.

For students this means not having to regurgi tate what the teacher has 
said.  For teachers, it means making explicit t he knowledges expounded 
in the various discourses (constructivist practi ce, action research) 
the power relations therein and the particular mate rial practices.  It 
means making explicit, with help from students, how t hese could be 
different (better).  It means generalising from a specific  context - 
looking for irrelevant or uninteresting knowledges, unequal p ower 
relations (between teacher and students or among students variously  
constituted) and inequitable practices, especially in the form of asses 
sment used - to what this might mean in the classroom.  Then it is neces 
sary to change where possible those aspects of the particular discourse 
w hich students have perceived as unjust?

This is the notoriously diff icult, but essential component of real 
change within institutions.  And i t reinforces for students the 
politics of action within a social context .  Because social justice is 
just that - a socially, culturally an d historically constituted manner 
of "being" and acting in ways consider ed equitable and just in this 
context at this point of time by this grou p of people.  Trying to enact 
socially just practices is a process of co ming to know about ourselves, 
and we have to do something to know what s hould be done next.  Now we 
are able to employ the politics of action in  a positive way to make 
spaces for the changes deemed necessary, hopeful ly constituting 
students/and teachers in alternative ways, that is in no t only 
celebrating difference but in acting "for" difference.  And so as  
equity issues inform and are made explicit within tertiary teaching p 
ractice, pre-service teachers are expected to demonstrate facility in  
curriculum planning and development for equity and social justice.

This having been ensured, we are still only part of the way home. 
Language, work and power relations as we have worked to establish them i 
n the university setting are now very different from those which student 
s will encounter in the classroom and/or school community and beyond.  W 
e run the very real risk that students will crumble under the discursive  
practices in the newly encountered context and will take up the role of  
technician in not venturing beyond the skills of teaching as method.  T 
he next step is to lend credibility to what students can now do by going  
with them and supporting them as colleagues in initial forays into the v 
arious institutional sites outside the university - on school experience 
, in teacher meetings at school support centres, and to meetings with te 
achers where policy documents are reviewed and critiqued.



In all the 
se sites the metatheoretical assumptions of psychology prevail.  The kno 
wledge is given and uncontested, the individual is unproblematic, univer 
sal, and the context is considered neutral.  Could we ensure that studen 
ts were given voice within these sites, spaces would be opened up within 
 the pedagogical discourse which could result in exciting possibilities. 
  The first step, and even this is active and political, is to contest t 
he psychological discourse which in practice largely precludes questions 
 of social justice and equity (because as long as we consider everything 
 as unproblematic, we are not open to considerations of change for the " 
better").  The second, though simultaneously enacted, is to steep oursel 
ves and students in pedagogical approaches supporting/confirming equitab 
le and just practice.  It is then necessary to support and confirm the v 
oice of students as they venture into alternative sites, by our very act 
ive involvement (political) making spaces where perhaps previously there 
 were none.      
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